
50TH DAY OF SCHOOL WRITING ACTIVITY FOR SECOND

See more ideas about School fun, day of school and days of school. I would use this handout/activity to teach students
expository writing. Taking turns rolling a die (or 2 dice if you're kids are ready for that) the kids color in the.

I love it so much! It is one of my favorite days of the year! Roll up a pair of jeans and throw on a white t-shirt
girls add a scarf , there you have it. This makes it a very flexible day of celebration! Search Celebrate the 50th
Day Many schools plan big-time ways to celebrate the th day of school. I wanted this packet to be geared to
upper primary grades since that is hard to find onlineâ€¦. Amazon has lots to choose from. Give prizes for the
most correct answers. You can choose to use all the activities or just a few. But -- of course -- the main bit of
fun for the 50th Day of School is that all kids and staff are encouraged to dress in the style of the '50s! Print
the book front to back and your students are set to sock hop around the room to the centers you set up. Obtain
some music from the 50's so that it can be played in your classroom on the special day. Although it seems like
we just had our first day of school, here we are, soon-to-be celebrating 50 fabulous days of learning! Students
use mathematical reasoning to decide how to use the numbers they roll on dice so they eventually equal
exactly fifty. Illustrated by Michael Martchenko. Before we started the challenge, I showed my class how to
twist, bunny hop, and do the hand jive. My mom even made me a poodle skirt about 6 years ago! Canned
Food Drive Every class can set a goal to donate 50 cans of food to their local food bank. Hope your 50th Day
is full of fun!!! Since I planned to take off part of the day to be a mom, I was careful not to over plan our 50th
Day activities. Preparations for 50th Day About a week before the day you have chosen as the 50th day, gather
the students together and share a counting book. This file contains ideas to run a fun 50th Day in your
classroom. We watch how kids dance in the 50s. We sort things from the 50s and now. Plus, 50's inspired
outfits are really easy to pull off. The kids get a kick out of watching the guys throw the girls up! Gather
together and read a book about 50 Below Zero by Robert Munsch. These files share how I make the 50th day
memorable for the kids and easy for me. I like to have them cut them out completely too because I can really
see how their cutting skills are coming along. We All Dress Up 50s Styles! Each class might teach kids to
count to 50 in different language. I made this poodle skirt for my oldest when she was in Kindergarten, and I
was happy to learn that my 1st grader got to wear it AGAIN this year. There many ways to have big time fun
on this special day, and with just a little preparation, you and your students will be twisting, shouting, and
learning s-style. After that we start our sock hop of fun!


